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The article analyzes the system of environmental standards of Ukraine. The scientific views 
and norms of legislation concerning classification and legal nature of standards are analyzed. 
Differentiation of certain types of standards has been made, depending on their functions and 
subjects of development. In particular, it was considered the national standards of Ukraine and 
codes of the established practice (national or state classifiers, standards in the field of construction 
(building materials and products), state standards for radiation safety, standards in the field of 
sanitary safety); Standards, codes of established practice and technical specifications adopted by 
enterprises, institutions and organizations that carry out standardization; interstate and regional 
standards (the new State standards, as well as the proportion of those USSR State standards that 
continue to be applied unofficially by individual enterprises in Ukraine); international standards – 
the standards of the International Organization for Standardization ISO, their European 
counterparts – EN standards, as well as standards in the field of building BREEAM and LEED. We 
attributed to the system of environmental standards also technical regulations, although by their 
legal nature, the latter are normative legal acts. However, the subject of regulation technical 
regulations are similar to environmental standards, and based on their development are 
international, regional and national standards. 
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